Texsolv Treadle Tie Ups

Texsolv ends should be melted to prevent unfraying. (We melt the ends when we cut them in lengths.) Never use the last hole, but go back at least one hole.

1. (Photo 1- The second hole is opened to show as an example). Put the Texsolv through the lam hole. Then put the other end through the Texsolv 2nd hole and pull up tight (Photo 2).

2. Put the cord through the right treadle hole and insert a Texsolv "arrow" into a hole in the cord under the treadle (photo 3). The cord is adjusted right when pulling the treadle down the lam hits the bottom of the lam guide (the "lam guide" is on the side with the long dowels). AND the treadle has not bottomed out on the treadle stop bar that runs across the back of the loom (Photo 4).